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A h-design is a square (0, I)-matrix in which the inner product of any two
distinct columns is constantly X,  and in which the columns do not all have the
same sum. Certain other conditions exclude degeneracies. K. N. Majumdar
proved that, if a X-design has a Y-design as its dual (transpose), then h = 1.
We prove that the conclusion X = 1 holds when the dual is a multiplicative
design, a design more general than a X-design.
According to Ryser [7],  a multiplicative design is a square matrix A of
zeros and ones, say of order n > 3, such that
ATA = diag[k,  - X, ,...,  k,  - h,] + [l/hi l/xi]
o r some parameters ki and hj satisfying kj > 5 > 0 for 1 < j < n. The
matrix AT is the transpose of A, also called here the dual of A. The kj are
the column sums of A, and the 5 are called the weights of A. If the weights
of a multiplicative design have a common value h, and if the column sums
of A have a common value k, where h + 1 < k and k + 1 < v = n,
A is called a (v, k, h)-design.  If the weights of A have a common value X,
and if instead the column sums are not all equal, A is called a h-design.
Each type of design has a natural interpretation in terms of intersections
of finite sets, but this interpretation will not be made here.
Note that the identity matrix 1, of order n can be taken as a (v’, k’, h’)-
design with (v’, k’, h’)  = (n, LO). Let B denote either 1, or else a non-
degenerate (v’, k’,  A’)-design with v’ = n, and
(v’, k’,  xl) # (4t - 1,2t - 1, t - 1) (1)
for all t 2 2. W. G. Bridges [l] and D. R. Woodall [8]  have constructed
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a X-design in the following way from each such matrix B. One designated
column of B is added, modulo 2, to each other column of B. Then each 0
or 1 in the designated column is, respectively, replaced by a 1 or 0. The
resultant matrix A is a h-design with h = k’ - h’. If (1) fails to hold, the
resultant matrix A is a (0,  k, h)-design, and not a X-design.
Let the designated column of B be the first column, and let the k’ ones
of that column occur initially. We then explicitly compute
AAT =
k’ - A’
k’
k’ - h’
k’ - A’
k’ + 1
A’+1
\
k’ + 1
k’
(2)
v’ - k’
A h-design which may be derived in this way from such a matrix B is said
to be of type 1. It has been conjectured that all h-designs are of type 1.
We invoke two results from the literature:
THEOREM 1 (Ryser [6]  and Woodall [S]).  A h-design of order n has
precisely two distinct row sums, say rI  and r2 , and these numbers satisfy
rl + r2 = n + 1. Also r1 > 1 and r2 > 1.
THEOREM 2 (Kramer [3]  and Woodall [8]). A h-design is of type 1 ifthe
inner product of any two distinct rows depends only on the row sums of the
two rows.
These allow us to prove our result.
THEOREM 3. A h-design whose dual is a multiplicative design has h = 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let A denote such a h-design. For 1 < i < n there
are appropriate parameters ki , si , Xi such that
ATA = diag[k, - A,...,  k, - h] + W,
AAT = diag[s,  - h, ,...,  s, - h,]  + [v’& v’\/x,],
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where J denotes the matrix of ones of order n. Let J’ denote the matrix of
ones of size n by 1. The equality (AA=) = A((A*A)J’)  yields
Similarly the equality A(ATJ’)  = (AAT)  J’ yields
(4)
where s = dA,  + *.= + vQ, . Now (3) and (4) together imply
where t = s1 d/x,  + ... + s, 10, . The i-th  column entry of (5) may be
written as
(Si - 1) hi - (t - s)  & + si + h(n - 1) si - $ = 0. (6)
Permute the rows of A so that si = r, for 1 < i < e,  and si = r, for
e < i < IZ, where r, and ra  are the distinct row sums of A assured us by
Theorem 1. Because r, > 1, (6) is a non-degenerate quadratic equation in
the variable l/xi for each i with 1 < i < e. Each of dA,  ,...,  qh, satisfy
the same quadratic equation, and so have among themselves at most two
distinct values. Suppose both roots of the equation are assumed, so that,
forsomeiandjwithl <i<j<e,
= d/I + *-- + I& + * (ILL,, + **a + l/An).
1
But e < n and X,  > 0 for all i, so this is a contradiction. Hence h, ,...,  h,
have a common value ,uI  . By similar reasoning Xe+l ,...,  An have a common
value pz .
We have shown that the intersection of two distinct rows of A depends
only on the row sums of the two rows involved. According to Theorem 2,
Aisoftype 1.
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Suppose A is derived not from the degenerate (v’, k’, X)-design I, ,
where (a’,  k’, A’) = (n, 1, 0), but from a non-degenerate (u’,  k’, A’)-design
which satisfies (1). From the description (2) of AAT, and from the non-
degeneracy conditions k’  > I, v’ - k’ > 1 on B, we observe that
p1  = v’ - 2k’  +  h’, dpl 4~2 = k’ - A’, p2 = A’ + 1,
holds, or that essentially the same situation holds with p1 and p2 inter-
changed. Hence
(k’ - X’)2  = (v’ - 2k’ + X)(X  + 1). (7)
The usual necessary condition [5]  on the parameters of a (v’, k’, X)-design,
k’(k’ - 1) = h’(v’  - l), (8)
is subtracted from (7) to get
v’ = 3k’ - 2x’. (9)
Together (8) and (9) imply
(k’ - x’)(k’  - 2X’ - 1) = 0,
whence k’ = 2h’  + 1 because k’ > x’ for a non-degenerate (v’, k’,  h’)-
design. This and (9) imply that
(u’, k’,  h’)  = (4t - 1,2t  - 1, t - 1)
for some t > 2. This contradicts (1).
Hence A is derived instead from the degenerate (n,  1, O)-design 1, . It is
routine to show that this leads to a matrix A of the form
0 l...l
- -i: 11i L-1 . (10)
Hence X = 1, and the proof is finished.
It has been shown [2,  61  that, apart from row and column permutations,
form (10) characterizes all l-designs of order II.
The following corollary of Majumdar states the case of Theorem 3 in
which the multiplicative design AT  is in fact a X-design. Some techniques
of Majumdar are employed in the proof of Theorem 3.
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COROLLARY (Majumdar [4]). A h-design whose dual  is  a Al-design  has
A=X’=l.
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